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Defining some concepts
• Internet neutrality

– Concept that aims to prevent network
providers from distorting the playing field
among applications and creators of
content, and interfering with user’s
choices (van Schewick, 2015).

• Europe: “No blocking or throttling or
discrimination of online content,
applications and services.” (EU
Commission)
• In the US was the same: no blocking,
throttling or paid prioritization.
– Not anymore, revoked rules.

• Internet neutrality less competition law
and more consumer protection

Zero rating
•

The use of certain types of content or applications does not count towards
the data allowance granted by your internet service provider

•

Internet Service Provider: Telenor (N) or Deutsche Telekom (D)

•

Content Application Provider: YouTube; Spotify; Wikipedia

•

Started to spread since 2010 when the FCC adopted its Open Internet
Rules, prohibiting ISP from charging application providers for zero-rating

•

New practice since 2012 in Europe – more common after 2016 and
BEREC’s Guidelines

•

Countries like Chile, the Netherlands, Slovenia and Canada had prohibited
at some point, Finland did not but not offered

•

Germany, Austria and Norway regulators stated that Zero Rating violates
net neutrality

Zero rating in a nutshell
• Cost is connected to the data cap
– Why data cap? Network congestion?
– Once the internet fee is paid, ZR marginal cost = 0 for users
– Strong effects – 75% of people are willing to watch videos by a new
provider if data does not count

• Benefits depend
– What happens when data cap is reached
• Blocked content; extra charges; throttled

– Value on zero-rated content

• Work in two-sided markets/platforms
• ZR affects
– Whether to have internet access or not
– Choice of ISP
– Choice of Apps/Content

Competition affected

Zero Rating and Net Neutrality (van Schewick)
• Zero rating may thwart free speech
– Hindering start-ups, small business and low-cost speakers

• Zero rating harms users
– ISP will have incentives to reduce data caps to force sponsoring
• Dutch case after banning zero-rating: ISP doubled caps for free

– Content providers will have to recoup cost of sponsored zero rating
– No guarantee that money obtained from sponsored zero-rating will be
used to increase quality of service
• Depends on competition downstream

Zero rating schemes
• Which kind of content
–
–
–
–

Social media
Audio streaming
Video streaming
Communication

• Data light tends to have ZR instead of data heavy
• Offers are for
–
–
–
–
–
–

a specific content provider: i.e.: Facebook/Spotify
or a category of content
Zero-rating based on meeting certain conditions (watch an add)
Zero-rating: CAP pays the ISP for it - AT&T ‘sponsored data’
Zero-rating where CAPs agrees with ISP for free access to the site
Bundled zero-rating (several sites/content)

Zero rating schemes

Agreement

No agreement/unilateral

Merged

Benefits?
• More broadband use and access
• Free access to content
– But not free choice of content?

•
•
•
•

Lowering costs
Increased competition among ISP
Development of new/better apps/content
Product differentiation
– More variety of plans
– Products better suited for each kind of consumer

• Promotes differential pricing/positive price discrimination
• Lyons (2016) and Oxera (2016) argue that it allows new CAPs to
enter market
– Layton & Calderwood (2015) argue the contrary

Competition risks?
• Main argument is discriminatory treatment
– Breach of net neutrality

• Freedom of speech/Democratic participation
• Users have their choice limited by other’s decisions

• Zero rating reinforces ISPs and CAPs market position
• The stronger you are, the more you will grow
– Loyalty enhancing effect

• Zero rating ‘popular apps’ – also suction effect

• Market foreclosure
– Of CAPs

• Entry barrier

– And ISPs

• Based on who has an exclusive contract with a popular CAP – ‘must have
content’

– Stronger effect on start-ups, small businesses and speakers with less
popular views

Competition risks?
• The higher the data cap the lower the risk
– Sweden vs Norway? Germany vs US?

• Zero rating and low caps = entry barrier for other content
producers
– Foreclosure effect

• More impact among similar type of content
• Netflix vs Viaplay

– Than among different type of content
• Netflix vs Spotify

• Psychological fear of hitting the rate
• Higher risk in self-produced content
– US Comcast’s Xfinity APP for XBox

Competition tools/avenues?
• With an agreement – Art 101 TFEU
– Problem of exclusivity
– Research (lacking data) suggests agreements are not exclusive
• “no formal agreement” – do we care?

– If they are – then it is a vertical agreement
• Exclusive dealing/distribution rules?

• Dominance
– Of whom? The ISP or the CAP? Both?
– Integrated/merged ISP and CAPs (Deutsche Telekom and MobileTV)
• Favoring own content

• In vertical mergers risks of SIEC
– Integration and dual effects

Are net neutrality and zero rating a
competition issue?
• Internet neutrality is tricky for competition law
– It aims at addressing broader policy aspects
• Freedom of speech, variety, pluralism, consumer protection

– Rules tailored to protect all consumers and all providers
– A territory for sectoral regulation
• But also competition applying in addition
– Just like electricity and gas in Europe

• Zero rating is an aspect of net neutrality
– Better suited to competition law
• It is a problem of discrimination to foreclose
• But still regulatory at heart

– Refusal to deal/discrimination/foreclosure?

Competition tools/avenues?

• Little room for competition law to deal with
zero rating
– Not only me but also Mardsen thinks so

The regulation across the Atlantic

Some words on telecom
•

Both US and Europe liberalized
– US 1996 Telecoms Act
– EU in 1998 but in full in 2003
• Based on Article 106(3) TFEU

– Subject to EXTENSIVE regulation

•

In the US competition is between cables and telecom operators

•

In Europe there is an obligation on interconnection
– Open access rule that derived first from a wide essential facilities doctrine reading
• Obligations of transparency and non-discrimination
• Common in other networks: electricity and gas

•

Telecom liberalization in Europe and US has been a success story
– When compared to gas, electricity and railroads

The case in the US
• Fight for net neutrality and zero rating
• From 1996 to 2010: ‘light touch’ regulation
• Rules from 2010 by the FFC
– Verizon v. FCC struck down the provisions against blocking and
unreasonable discrimination

• Rules in 2015 reviewed by FCC and Obama Administration
– “Adopt[ing] carefully-tailored rules that would prevent specific practices we
know are harmful to Internet openness—blocking, throttling, and paid
prioritization—as well as a strong standard of conduct designed to prevent the
deployment of new practices that would harm Internet openness.” (Para. 4)

– Even if paid prioritization is banned, sponsored zero-rating may be allowed
• Case by case approach - under the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage
standard

The case in the US
• 2017 FCC’s repeal of Net Neutrality rules of 2015
– No more ‘heavy-handed utility style of regulation’
• Market based policy
• Broadband internet no longer telecommunication service (Title II
Communications Act)
• Now ‘information service’ (Title I of Communications Act)

“[c]onduct rules are unnecessary because the transparency requirement
we adopt, together with antitrust and consumer protection laws, ensures
that consumers have means to take remedial action if an ISP engages in
behavior inconsistent with an open Internet” (para. 4 FCC, 2017)
– Allows for legally slow down websites, block apps and even charge
content companies extra fees for priority access to consumers'
screens.
– ISP have not carried out these practices, though

The Net-Neutrality Regulation
• No direct mentioning of zero-rating
• But:
“(7) In order to exercise their rights to access and distribute information […] end-users
should be free to agree with providers of internet access services on tariffs for specific
data volumes and speeds of the internet access service. […]
National regulators […] should be empowered to intervene against agreements or
commercial practices which, by reason of their scale, lead to situations where endusers’ choice is materially reduced in practice.”
“(8) When providing internet access services, providers of those services should treat
all traffic equally, without discrimination, restriction or interference, independently
of its sender or receiver, content, application or service, or terminal equipment.”

The Net-Neutrality Regulation
No direct mentioning of zero-rating
But:
“Article 3
1. End-users shall have the right to access and distribute
information and content, use and provide applications and services,
and use terminal equipment of their choice, irrespective of the enduser’s or provider’s location or the location, origin or destination of
the information, content, application or service, via their internet
access service.
• […]
• 3. Providers of internet access services shall treat all traffic equally,
when providing internet access services, without discrimination,
restriction or interference, and irrespective of the sender and
receiver, the content accessed or distributed, the applications or
services used or provided, or the terminal equipment used.”
•
•
•
•

A case study: Norway
• Zero rating in Norway
– Not addressed by 2009 Guidelines for Internet Neutrality
– 2014 the Telecom Regulator clarified stance
• ZR is in violation of Guidelines and net neutrality

– With the 2016 BEREC’s Guidelines new position
• Allowed pursuant evaluation

– 3 cases from 2017 onwards
• OneCall "Free Internet Radio“ (offer withdrawn)
• Telenor Yng "Music Freedom“ (June 2017)
– www.telenor.no/mobilabonnement/Yng

• Telia "Music Freedom" (December 2017)
– https://telia.no/music-freedom

Another case study: Germany
• Bundesnetzagentur is responsible for enforcing Regulation
• Until 2017 3 cases of Zero-Rating approval – both by Deustche
Telekom
– Spotify Zero Rating – problematic because it is exclusive dealing?
– StreamOn
– Vodafone

• Spotify from 2016
– Originally, DT all data traffic except Spotify was throttled once the data
cap was reached
– Then throttled Spotify (due to Regulation)
– On 2 August 2016, Deutsche Telekom stopped its zero rating of Spotify
for new customers

Another case study: Germany
• StreamOn
– Offer from 2017, investigate by the Bundesnetzagentur in April 2017
– „StreamOn“ is a zero rating offer which can be added for free to the
tariffs MagentaMobil M, L and MagentaEins and count no date for
audio and/or video streaming of partner content.
– In principle, the participation in “StreamOn” is open to any audio and
video content provider. However, the content provider has to conclude
a contract with Deutsche Telekom

• Decided in December 2017
– StreamOn must “comply with the roam-like-at-home principle and
video streaming must be available to (all) customers without any
throttling” to avoid discrimination (equal treatment)
• This happened in certain tariffs

Adopting a FRAND or TPA system?
• A ‘regulatory’ solution better suited?
• Impose a FRAND system for Zero-rating ICP vis-à-vis ISP?
• Should this FRAND be better done as a TPA system?
– Typical of bottleneck/essential facilities
– Regulated by the sectoral agency
– Basing in experiences in telecom, electricity, gas?

• What do we do with ‘merged’ or ‘own-content’ zero-rating?
– Because it is vertical integration is going to be mostly fine?
– Promotes inter-brand competition?

What’s the legal rule, then?
• With the new Regulation not prohibited per se in the EU
– Several countries have different policies regarding Zero Rating
– The schemes are being introduced
• Little if existent case law (unaware)

– Different schemes with different approaches?
– Do we know about all the deals?
• Secret/proprietary information?

– Little room for EU competition law
– More perhaps for FRAND/TPA solutions?

• Also, not prohibited in the US
– But we see there has been quite of ‘back and forth’

What’s the legal rule, then?
• Making distinctions!
• All class content
zero rated?
• Sponsored zero
rating?
/
• Unilateral but
selective zero
rating?
/

